
No. 4383HOUSE
By Mr. Guernsey of Williamstown, petition of Sherwood Guernsey

and other members of the House relative to the use of electronic
monitoring in the workplace. Commerce and Labor.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Eight

An Act to prevent potential abuses of electronic monitoring in
THE WORKPLACE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 19D is added to Chapter 149 of the General Laws to
2 read as follows:
3 Section 19D. Electronic monitoring; notice to employees;
4 access to records; privacy; use of electronic monitoring; criminal
5 penalties; civil remedies; regulations.
6 (1) Definitions.
7 As used in this section
8 (a) “electronic monitoring” means the collection, storage,
9 analysis and reporting about employees’ activities by means of

10 computer, electronic observation and supervision, remote
11 telephone surveillance, telephone call accounting and other forms
12 of auditory and computer-based surveillance conducted by any
13 transfer of signs, signals, writing, images, sounds, data or
14 intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole or in part by a wire,
15 radio, electromagnetic, photoelectronic or photooptical system;
16 (b) “employee” means a person currently employed or formerly
17 employed by an employer;
18 (c) “employer” means each private and public sector employer
19 in the Commonwealth including an individual, corporation,
20 partnership, labor organization, unincorporated association or
21 any other legal business, public or private, or commercial entity,
22 the Commonwealth, counties, cities, towns and other political
23 subdivisions therein, and any agents of the employer;
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(d) “personal data” means any information concerning an
employee which because of name, identifying number, mark or
description can be readily associated with a particular individual
and includes information contained in printouts, forms or written
analyses or evaluations; and

24

26
11

28
(e) “prospective employee” means an individual who has

applied for a position of employment with an employer.
29
30

(2) Notice31
(a) It shall be unlawful for an employer to engage in electronic

monitoring without providing each affected employee with prior
written notice describing the following regarding the electronic
monitoring directly affecting the employee;

'lli

33

34
35

(i) what forms of electronic monitoring are to be used;36
(ii) what personal data is to be collected;i

(iii) how frequently each form of electronic monitoring will
occur;

38
39

(iv) how the personal data is to be used;40
(v) how to read printouts of statistics or other records of

information collected through electronic monitoring;
41
42

(vi) what production standards and work performance
expectations exist; and

43
44

(vii) how production standards and work performance
expectations based on electronic monitoring statistics are to be
determined.

45
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(b) It shall be unlawful for an employer to fail to notify a
prospective employee at any personal interview or meeting of
existing forms of electronic monitoring which may directly affect
the prospective employee if he is hired by the employer.

48
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(c) It shall be unlawful for an employer, upon request by a
prospective employee, to fail to provide the prospective employee
with the written notice described in subparagraph (a) above
regarding existing forms of electronic monitoring which may
directly affect the prospective employee if he is hired by the

S3

54

56

employer.
(d) It shall be unlawful for an employer to engage in electronic

5

58

monitoring unless the employer provides the affected employee
with a signal light, beeping tone, verbal notification or other form
of visual or aural notice that electronic monitoring is taking place;

59
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provided that this requirement shall not apply if the electronic
monitoring is conducted on a continuous basis, i.e. during all or
substantially all of the employee’s shift.

62
63
64

(e) It shall be unlawful for an employer to engage in telephone
service observation unless the employer provides the affected
customer with a signal light, beeping tone, verbal notification or
other form of visual or aural notice that the telephone service
observation is taking place.

65
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(f) Notwithstanding the provisions in subparagraph (a) above,
an employer who is engaged in electronic monitoring on the
effective date of this section will have ninety days from said
effective date to provide each affected employee with the required
written notice.

70
71
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(3) Access to Records.75
It shall be unlawful for an employer not to allow an employee,

or the employee’s authorized agent, access to all personal data
obtained by electronic monitoring of his work.

76
77
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(4) Privacy.79
80 (a) It shall be unlawful for an employer to collect personal data

on an employee through electronic monitoring which is not
relevant to the employee’s work performance.

81
82
83 (b) It shall be unlawful for an employer to disclose personal

data obtained by electronic monitoring to any person or business
entity except by, or with the prior written consent of, the
individual employee to whom the data pertains, unless the
diclosure would be -

84
85
86
87

(i) to those officers and employees of the employer who have
a legitimate need for the information in the performace of their
duties;

88
89
90
91 (ii) required under chapter sixty-six;
92 (iii) to a law enforcement agency in connection with a criminal

investigation or prosecution; or93
,94 (iv) pursuant to the order of a court of competent jurisdiction.
95 (5) Use of Electronic Monitoring.
96 (a) It shall be unlawful for an employer to use personal data

obtained by electronic monitoring as the exclusive basis for
individual employee performance evaluation or disciplinary
action.

97
98
99
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(b) It shall be unlawful for an employer to use personal data
or collective data obtained by electronic monitoring data as the
exclusive basis for setting production quotas or work performance
expectations.

100
101
102
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(c) It shall be unlawful for an employer to maintain, collect,
use or disseminate personal data obtained by electronic
monitoring which describes how an employee exercises rights
guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized
by statute or by the employee to whom the data relates or unless
pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law
enforcement activity.

104
105
106
107
108
109
1 10

(6) Criminal Penalties.111
(a) Any person who violates any provision of this section shall

be punished by a fine of not more than one thousand dollars nor
less than five hundred dollars. Second and subsequent violations
of any provision of this section shall be punishable by a fine of
not more than two thousand dollars or by imprisonment for not
more than six months, or both such fine and imprisonment.

1 12
113
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I 17
(b) In the case of a corporation, the responsible individual shall

be the president, chief operating officer or any managerial or
supervisory person who directs, allows or condones such
violation.

1 18
1 19
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Civil Remedies.122
Any person aggrieved by a violation of any provision of this

section may institute within three years of such violation and
prosecute in his own name and on his own behalf, or for himself
and for others similarly situated, a civil action for injunctive relief
and damages. A person so aggrieved and who prevails in such
action shall be entitled to an award of reasonable attorneys'fees
and the costs of litigation. If the Court finds the violation to be
willful and knowing, it may double or treble the damage award,

if any. In any event, the damages awarded shall equal or exceed
one thousand dollars for each such violation.

123
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(8) Regulations133
The Department is empowered to make rules and regulations

to carry out the provisions of this section.
134
135

(9) Miscellaneous.136
(a) No waiver of the provisions of this section by an employee137
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138 or prospective employee shall be a defense to either criminal
139 prosecution or civil liability.
140 (b) This section shall not apply to electronic monitoring
141 administered by law enforcement agencies as may otherwise be
142 permitted in criminal investigations.
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